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FFor over three decades, the companies in the Navec  

Group have been steadily progressing, building in-

dustry, and bringing value to all the projects in which 

we have been involved. It has been and still is a jour-

ney of constant improvement and challenges suc-

cessfully overcome, that has established us as a 

leader in providing services for industry in the Iberian 

Peninsula. Our companies, and their professional 

teams, strategically located in Spain and Portugal, 

together create synergies with which we can offer full 

and efficient services to our clients in all the sectors 

in which we operate. 

As a result of all the effort invested over the years, 

we are now extremely pleased to have become a 

safe, reliable solution in the industrial services sector. 

This also encourages us to continue our growth with 

new goals and targets abroad. We are aware that we 

are in a global and increasingly competitive market 

in which our presence is both welcome and neces-

sary because of our solidity, our expertise based on 

experience and know-how, our specialisation and 

flexibility, and, in short, our capacity to manage suc-

cessfully all the challenges we face.

Such a goal unavoidably requires continued innova-

tion and commitment to applying the latest technol-

ogy to our infrastructures and to our wide range of 

solutions for engineering and manufacturing, indus-

trial assembly, maintenance and applied engineering.  

After all, the greater the innovation, the stronger and 

more valuable our work. Innovation is simply our  

vocation and the cornerstone of our Group strategy.

At Navec we are also committed to sustainable de-

velopment and respect for the environment, which 

we make perfectly compatible with the growth of our 

business. We comply strictly with international safety 

and quality standards and hold all the certifications 

required. In our daily activity we also strive to mini-

mise occupational hazards and waste generation 

in the course of our work and to make sustainable 

use of available resources. This essential premise is 

consistent with the industry of the future that we are 

building. 

One of the greatest assets of the Navec Group is 

the people who form part of it. From engineers and 

technical experts to skilled workers and administra-

tive staff, together they form Navec’s true capital. 

These are real people with whose valuable profes-

sional work we are able to grow and to set new 

challenges, which we shall surely meet with their 

help. All together we have built up a group culture 

that not only defines and strengthens us, but also 

makes us more genuine. 

Navec wishes to express its gratitude to them all 

for their effort and dedication. It would also like to 

thank our clients and shareholders for the trust they 

place in us. It is, after all, because of them that the 

group has obtained such good results and has such  

excellent prospects for the future.

Industry builders… builders of future 

GRUPO

INDUSTRY BUILDERS



Navec is a business group that supplies the broadest and most efficient 
range of services to industry. It is made up of firmly established and strategi-
cally located companies that operate in the petrochemical, energy, cement, 
and food, etc. industrial sectors, with a view to building the future on the 
basis of the very best of 30 years’ experience.

1977
Creation of Tradehi

1979
Creation of Cotinsa

1984
Creation of 
Comomin

1990
Creation of Europea 
and EMICAT

1991
Creation of 
Gematec

1996
ISO 9001 Quality 
Certification

2004
OHSAS 18001 
Safety Certification
ISO 14001 
Environmental 
Certification

Milestones

We are experts in providing industrial solutions
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We turn our clients’ challenges into solutions by using our skills in managing  
engineering, manufacturing, assembly and maintenance in the industrial 
sector and by adding value to the process. This we do with the backing of 
our autonomous teams who are skilled at both managing resources and 
exceeding our clients’ expectations.

We are experts in providing industrial solutions

2005
Creation of the 
Navec Group with 
the acquisition 
of Cotinsa and 
Gematec

June 2006
Creation of 
Cotinavec in Sines 
(Portugal)

September 2006
Acquisition of 
Europea and 
EMICAT

December 2006
Acquisition of 
Tradehi

July 2008
Acquisition of 
Comomin

2010
Merger of the 
companies
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Vision
To be a business group, seen as a model to be followed in the industrial sector, 
with a clear international focus and characterised by its commitment to clients, 
employees and shareholders.

Thus contributing to the competitiveness of the strategic industrial sectors for which we work.

Mission
To bring added value to the industrial services in the engineering, manufacturing, as-
sembly and maintenance sectors, by presenting a global offer whose differentiating 
factors are innovation, specialisation and flexibility.

On the basis of a solid group strategy with great potential and optimisation of the resources and 
synergies of the group’s teams.

Values
Commitment
We show our commitment to our clients by working to exceed their expectations 
in the day-to-day challenges they set us; to our employees by creating the best 
possible conditions for their professional development; and to our shareholders by 
boosting company value through improved results.

Perseverance
We work with determination and strive always to seek the best possible solution 
for our clients.

Quality
We endeavour to guarantee a combination of technical quality and human quality 
in all our acts and decisions. 

Profitability
We bear in mind constantly that our work must be profitable, both for the company 
as the only way of achieving sustainable growth, and for the client as it lays the 
groundwork for a lasting relationship.

Safety
We act to provide the necessary resources to guarantee the safety of both people 
and facilities, and to protect the environment.



BUSINESS AREAS

PRINCIPAL SECTORS OF ACTIVITY

Navec undertakes all types of engineering projects  
designed to provide solutions for diverse needs of the 
main industrial sectors, in the field of handling and storing  
solids and in heavy steelwork and boilermaking, and 
manufacturing metal structures and bridges, etc. for the 
construction sector. Navec’s different working teams 
are completely specialised and so the design, produc
tion and assembly of equipment can therefore be offered 
as a full service. We prioritise the quality levels required  
as well as the deadlines and cost evaluation and manage
ment in all our projects.

Engineering and 
Manufacturing

In industrial assembly, Navec adapts its skills in the cons
truction of piping systems, metal structures, and modular 
manufacturing, etc. to the specific needs and requirements 
of each client, both in terms of timing and prefabrication 
in our workshops. Our organisation is such that we can 
undertake projects with maximum operational autonomy, 
without compromising our standards of quality, safety or 
deadlines.

Assembly

Chemical    Petrochemical    Energy    Gas generation    Water treatment    Port terminals    Cement            Automobile    Iron and steel    Mining    Public works    Railways    Food industry    Leisure    Naval industry
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At Navec we view industrial maintenance as a complex 
system of optimised management of technical and orga
nisational resources. Our approach is to correct, prevent 
and predict breakdowns, guarantee the availability, reli
ability and efficient use of facilities, and to minimise costs. 
This we do without ever neglecting safety, quality and  
environmental compatibility criteria.

Maintenance

We have specialist teams assigned to unique cases of 
industrial maintenance. Research and innovation in this 
field are a basic premise for Navec’s professionals, who 
are on a constant lookout for the best, cuttingedge so
lutions for keeping our clients’ equipment and facilities 
active and in top safety and efficiency condition.

Applied Engineering

Chemical    Petrochemical    Energy    Gas generation    Water treatment    Port terminals    Cement            Automobile    Iron and steel    Mining    Public works    Railways    Food industry    Leisure    Naval industry



Engineering and 
Manufacturing



Engineering  
and Manufacturing
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Capital goods
•  Manufacturing pressure 

equipment under DEP 97/23
•  Fitting and repairing 

pressure equipment 
under all ITCs and RAP 
(complementary technical 
instructions and pressure 
equipment regulations)

•  ASME U and U2 stamps
•  Stainless steel reactors 
•  Heat exchangers
•  Distillation towers
•  Steam condensers 

Heavy boilermakers
•  Building metal structures 
•  Bridges
•  Walkways
•  Formwork

Tanks
•  Storage tanks
•  Cryogenic tanks

Modular piping 
systems, skids
Fully functioning modular units 
direct from the workshop, 
transportable and exportable 
all over the world, including:
•  Supplying material
•  Manufacturing and 

mechanical assembly of 
pipes and equipment (CE 
stamp)

•  Electricity and 
instrumentation

•  Insulation
•  Painting

Structures
•  Engineering: design and 

calculation 
•  Supplying and 

manufacturing
•  Protection systems: 

painting, galvanising, etc.
•  Assembly

Transport and storage 
systems
•  Turnkey projects
•  Crusher plants
•  Conveyor belts
•  Alternative fuel valorisation  

systems
•  Loading bays
•  Bucket elevators and 

hovercrafts 
•  Ecological hoppers

Analyser systems
•  Turnkey projects
•  Engineering: basic and detail 

design application projects
•  “In cabinet” complete 

systems manufacturing; 
systems integration and 
workshop tests

•  Assembly: system 
installation and supervision; 
starting-up, technical 
assistance

•  Preventive and corrective 
maintenance

•  “On line” quality process 
monitoring

•  Production performance 
levels

•  Environmental control for 
emissions and waste pipes 

Mortar plants
•  Turnkey projects

Safety barriers for roads 
and motorways
•  Signposting
•  Marker posts for roads  

and motorways
•  Metal shutters
• Road fences  



Description of the project: 
•  General layout
•  Engineering, design and mechanical calculations for the equipment
•  Engineering, design and structural calculations
•  Manufacture of equipment and structures   
•  Supervision of mechanical and structural assembly   
•  Electrical and control engineering 
•  Supervision of electrical assembly   
•  Start-up

Scope: 
•  Manufacturing Engineering and 

Assembly
• Manufacture in workshops
• Assembly
• Painting
•  Design and calculation of the 

mechanism activating the mobile roof
•  Calculation of the impact of the 

movement of the mobile roof on the 
permanent structure

•  Mobile roof movement tests

Volume of the work: 
•  Total weight of the metal structure: 

32,000 t
•  Hours employed in the manufacture 

and assembly of the steel structure: 
2,125,000

•  Maximum capacity of the cranes used: 
10,200 t

Work:    330 Mw Thermal power station.  
Lime handling system and equipments

Client: Cobra industrial plants    Location: Mejillones. Chile

Work: Oviedo Conference Centre. Including Office buildings and Hotel
Client: Fiaga    Architect: Santiago Calatrava   
Location: Oviedo. Spain

Highlighted projects

We have earned the trust of the following companies
Abener 
ACS
Airoil

Arcelor
Asturiana de Zinc
Buhler

Cementos Portland Valderrivas
Cementos Tudela Veguín
Cementval

Cemex
Cobra
Empresa Nacional de Fertilizantes

Empresa Nacional de Uranio
FD Dupont
Ferrovial

Engineering and Manufacturing
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Fluor
Holcim
Ibersa

J. G. C. Engineering Corporation
Kaneka
Kinetics Technogy International

Kvaener Paladon
Linde
Paul Wurth

Repsol
Sacyr

Targor
Técnicas Reunidas

Scope: 
•  General implementation
•  Engineering, design and mechanical 

calculation of the conveyor belts
•  Engineering, design and structural 

calculations
•  Manufacture of equipment and 

structures
•  Mechanical and structural assembly 
•  Electrical and control engineering
•  Electrical assembly

•  Start-up
•  CE marking

Volume of the work: 
•  The installation is composed of eight 

belts, each of which unloads on to the 
next one

•  Completion period: 18 months

Scope: 
•  Engineering, calculation, supply, 

manufacture and installation of  
mortar plant

Volume of the work: 
The plant is formed by several units:
•  Aggregate storage premises of 600 
•  Sand drying installation for 80 t/h
•  Mortar tower of 18 x 18 x 45 m with 

the aforementioned characteristics
•  Bag filling installation for 80 t/h
•  Bag filling and finished product 

premises of 1,800 m2

• Completion period: 12 months 

Work: Exterior belts for the Pajares tunnels (AVE high-speed rail network)
Client: UTE Pajares III. (Ferrovial, Sacyr Vallehermoso)
Location: Telledo (Asturias). Spain

Work: El Alto mortar plant
Client: Cementos Portland Valderrivas   
Location: Morata de Tajuña (Madrid). Spain



Assembly



Assembly
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Assembly and installation of mechanical  
piping systems 
• Activities

– Prefabricating, assembling and testing pipes
– Manufacturing and assembling structures and supports
– Assembling equipment
– Complementary activities: painting, insulation, E&I, etc.

• Integrated management systems
• Contract types: Lump sum, per item, LLM

Pipelines
• Overhead pipe racks
• Oil and gas distribution pipelines 
• Complementary activities:

– Construction work
– Coating
– Telecommunications

Integrated management of mechanical  
assembly projects
• Planning with client
• Coordination of technical and human resources
• Purchasing management
• Commissioning and start-up assistance

Technical office specialised in the management and 
control processes required for industrial projects

Proprietary software for project management, 
production and assembly of industrial plants

Management of sub-contractors with a range 
of specialisations (construction work, paints, 
insulation, etc.)

Installation and repair of fire protection systems 



Highlighted projects    

We have earned the trust of the following companies
Acciona
Air Products
Basf

Bassel
Bayer
Bp-Oil

Celanese
Cepsa
Dow Chemical

Dragados
Enagas
Endesa

Entrepose
Fluor
Galp

Assembly

Duration: 13 months
Cost: E11,000,000 
Man hours: 120,000

Figures: 
• 26,000 m3 of earthwork
• 2,300 m2 of pre-fabricated building
• 451 t of storage tanks
• 70 t of piping
• 19,000 m of E&I cable

Duration: 16 months
Cost: E25,000,000  
Man hours: 400,000

Figures: 
• 1,200 t of piping
• 3,750 t of equipment
• 60 t supports

Work: Biodiesel plant of 100,000 t/year (turnkey)
Client: Bioarag    End client: Bioarag   
Location: Altorricón (Huesca). Spain

Work: Mechanical assembly of hydrodesulphurisation units for refinery 
extension
Client: Técnicas Reunidas    End client: Repsol   
Location: Cartagena. Spain
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Port Aventura Park
Praxair
Repsol YPF

Shell
Sulzer
Technip

Técnicas Reunidas
Terquimsa

Duration: 15 months
Cost: E60,000,000   
Man hours: 1,000,000

Figures: 
• 6,000 t of piping
• 4,000 t of equipment
• 300 t supports

Duration: 18 months
Cost: E8,500,000    
Man hours: 250,000
Hours employed in training: 4,000

Figures: 
• 4,000 t of piping
• 19,000 m3 insulation
• 38,000 m welding

Work: Off-site mechanical assembly of hydrocracker and 
deisobutanisation unit
Client: Técnicas Reunidas    End client: Galp
Location: Sines. Portugal

Work: Mechanical assembly of 150,000 m3 LNG tank
Client: Acciona-Entrepose    End client: Enagas   
Location: Huelva. Spain



Maintenance



Maintenance
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Industrial maintenance 
• Contract type:

– Fixed sum with bonuses and penalties
– By unit price
– By administration

• Special activities:
– Static and dynamic equipment
– Vibrations analysis 

• Methods:
– Preventive
– Predictive
– Corrective

Long maintenance shutdowns
• Big repairs and modifications
• Cleaning equipment: exchangers, air-coolers, etc.
• Distillation columns: plates
• Tie-ins and revamping
• Checking, repairing and stamping valves 
• Rotating equipment: vibrations and alignment

Adjusting and machining
• Conventional lathe
• Parallel lathe
• Universal milling machine
• Automatic oxy-cutting machine
• Sheet rollers

Special services
• Designing, calculating and modifying pinions and reducers
• Dynamic balancing
• Manufacturing of all kinds of spare parts

Industrial refrigeration
• Installing systems
• Maintenance 

Heat treatments
• Own machinery designed for heat treatment by resistors
• Thermal treatments up to 1,150ºC

Activities
• Welding to repair all sorts of steelwork and metal alloys
• Stress-relieving in repairs
• Pipe unblocking

Water-jet cutting 
• Metallic materials thickness < 150mm
• Stone
• Heat-resistant materials
• Concrete

Industrial cleaning

Automated bundle extraction and cleaning 
machinery for exchangers



Highlighted projects

We have earned the trust of the following companies
Aïgues de Reus
Basf
Bayer

Carburos Messer
Carburos Metálicos
Dow Chemical

Fremap
GMF COMSA
Grecat

Iberdrola
Isopan
Katoen Natie

Kelloggs
PortAventura Park
Repsol YPF

Maintenance

•   Dynamic Equipment Contracts PP3 / PAD / BN I / BN II Plants

•  Static Equipment Contracts SMOP / Glycols / TAR / COG 2 / Polyols / Osmosis 
Plants

•  Vibration analysis contract for the entire Repsol Química complex

•  Average of 80 workers/month with an annual volume of 160,000 hours/year

Duration: 1 month
Workers: 312  
Total man hours: 47,621
Hours employed in training: 4,400

Repsol Química maintenance contract Cepsa-Petresa shutdown 
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Rolls Royce
Sirusa
Taim Wesser

Tarragona Port Services - TPS
Theo Atlantis
Travipos

Average number of workers/month: 80
Annual volume: 100,000 man hours

Workers: 15
Total man hours/year: 40,000

Mechanical maintenance contract for all the attractions  
at PortAventura Park

Tarragona Port Services (TPS)
Coal yard maintenance and operation contract



Applied Engineering



Applied Engineering
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Maintenance audits

Preventive maintenance plans

New technologies in predictive maintenance

Coating with polymers and composites
• Option of machining once applied
• Exceptional resistance to erosion and corrosion
• Great durability, adhesion and flexibility
• The first choice for fast mechanical repairs
• Repair of piping in service in accordance with ASME

Controlling fugitive emissions (VOCs)
Under the IPPC Directive:
• Technical support
• Database design
• Identifying equipment in the plant
• Inventory of emission sources
• Quantifying leaks
• Reducing emissions
• Measuring equipment using the latest technology
• Personnel specialised in fugitive emissions
• EPA protocols

Repair and stamping of safety valves
• Checking trip systems
• Repairing internal elements
• Verifying and cleaning all components
• Lapping seals and nozzles
• Fitting, adjusting and regulating
• Calibrating on an official test bench 
• Drafting reports
• Final stamping and certification by the authorised body

Inserts for lines in operation
• Hot-Tap: pneumatic machine up to 14” and 340 bars
• Freezing

Sealing leaks in lines and installations in operation
•  Designing and manufacturing tools, brackets and containers 

complying with ASME VIII division I code
• Personnel specialised in carrying out this type of work
• Certified and officially approved seals
• Equipment for carrying out the work
•  Operating conditions at pressures of up to 250kg/cm2 and 

temperatures of -180º to 950ºC
• Stock of parts for standard accessories and flanges

Energy saving programmes
• Nano ceramic coatings

Recovery of equipment via biodegradation



Highlighted projects 

We have earned the trust of the following companies

Applied Engineering

Duration: 24 months

Description: structural reinforcement and nano ceramic surface coating for 
protection in a highly corrosive marine environment. Application on a condition in 
service of 1,800 metres, in a very poor state, with significant losses of thickness 
along the section

• First application of this type world-wide
• 30,000 man hours

Description: suction and discharge pumps of different sizes and strengths 
for seawater. Interior and exterior coating of housing and impeller. Improves 
performance by 4.5% and energy efficiency by 10%

Duration: 10 months
• 4,000 man hours

Work: Sea jetty
Client: Dynasol Elastómeros   

Work: Nano ceramic coating on centrifugal pumps
Client: Enagas

Aiscondel
Alcoa
Basf

Carburos Metálicos
Cementos La Unión
Cementos Tudela Veguín

Central Nuclear Vandellós
Dow Chemical
Dynasol

Enagas
Endesa
E.ON

Ercros
Galp
Gas Natural
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Description: LDAR programme for onsite control of VOCs for more than 120,000 
emission sources

Duration: 24 months for the implementation of the programme
• 6,800 man hours

Description: structural reinforcement of forced draught piping 800 mm in 
diameter. Perforation. The pipe supplies water to a hydroelectric power station 
and runs inside a nature reserve with stringent environmental restrictions

Duration: 200 man hours

Work: Control of fugitive emissions
Client: Dow Chemical

Work: Dilar hydroelectric power station
Client: Endesa

Iberdrola
Repsol YPF
Sekisui

Sonatrach
Vincci Hoteles



FINANCIAL DATA At Navec, we have made a commitment to expand our client por-
tfolio and to extend and extrapolate our know-how, reinforcing our 
presence in new sectors of activity. This strategy, based on a phi-
losophy of adding, never subtracting, has enabled us to broaden 
our field of operations and balance our sector portfolio. 

The positive development of the Group’s financial re-
sults provides a solid pillar of support for our strategy 
of growth.

Evolution of turnover
ME

Distribution of turnover by business units 2009

Distribution of turnover by sectors 2009
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OUR FACILITIES
The facilities of the Navec Group are strategically located in the Iberian Peninsula with access to the best 
commercial seaports. We can therefore offer our clients a comprehensive and global service.

We have a total of 30,000m2 of workshops, 3,000m2 of offices  
and 47,000m2 of open space.



CHILE 
Thermal power 
station: assembly and 
equipment

Construction of 2 
reactors

BELGIUM

LIBYA
Pumping station 
structures

Construction of 3 
degasser and 2 
separator units

QATAR

ALGERIA
Equipments for 
thermosolar plant

Construction of a gas 
furnace

ROMANIA

MOROCCO
Equipments for 
thermosolar plant

Equipment for 
Dormagen

GERMANY

PANAMA
Turnkey mortar 
production plant

Conveyor belts

FRANCE

Navec Brazil Navec Portugal
(Cotinavec)

Navec Headquarters

INTERNATIONAL
DIMENSION 
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Our international growth 
strategy includes collaboration 
with other companies with a 
view to establishing synergies 
based on the following criteria:

•  Transfer of know-how
•  Strategic agreements
•  Contribution of managers 

qualified in project management
•  Improved costs through process 

optimisation
•  Contribution of critical mass
•  Support for international clients

By working with companies from other 
countries that operate in our sector and 
share the same founding principles of exce-
llence, Navec’s aim is to establish our com-
pany successfully on new markets where 
our experience and commitment will enable 
us to continue building industry with rigour, 
professionalism and creativity and to offer a 
comprehensive and global service.

CHINA
Equipment for SPC 
Ethylene

Construction of 
molecular seal, 
ground flare and flare 
stack

INDIA



The Navec Group provides the chance to work in a Company com

mitted to the training and continuous development of its employees 

in a multidisciplinary environment. 

Our success is built on qualified and enthusiastic staff whose work 

enables them to further their personal and professional development. 

In short, we aim both to engender a sense of pride in belonging to 

our workforce and to attract new talent to our Group. 

HUMAN RESOURCES
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Training and development
At Navec Group, our HR management model is people-
oriented and our commitment to their development lies in 
fostering participatory and transparent management to en-
courage people to take on new responsibilities in a climate 
of mutual trust. The Navec Group is, in addition, committed 
to real gender equality of opportunity at work and has there-
fore established an Internal Equality Committee.

The Navec Group helps employees to improve their current 
and future performance and gears training to results. We 
are nonetheless aware that professional courses alone are 
not enough to achieve this objective and Training is thus a 
shared responsibility in which the focus is on people. Train-
ing and Development are therefore based on the employ-
ee’s workplace, the manager from whom constant support 
is received, the work environment, the work team to which 
the employee belongs, the allocation of new projects and 
responsibilities, and work in multi-function groups. 

From the very moment a person joins the company, we 
offer the chance to take part in a project that furthers his 
or her personal development, yields the maximum ben-
efit for the employee’s career and contributes to the suc-
cess of the organisation.  
  

Evolution of our workforce over recent years

Average Group Workforce

2007 903

2008 1,274

2009 1,259

Workforce distribution 2009

Administration and management  57

Middle managers 76

Operators 943

Engineers and technicians 183

Direct jobs 1,019

Indirect jobs 240

Average age of workforce 38 years



•  People are our company’s most important asset. 
The commitment of each and every member of the 
organisation is essential for this goal to be achieved 
successfully. 

•  Quality products and services, ensuring that clients’ 
needs and expectations are always met, based on 
a firm commitment to compliance with legal require-
ments and regulations, on the use of appropriate mate-
rials and on advanced production methods controlled  
and developed by skilled professionals in order to op-
timise quality and minimise environmental and safety 
hazards. 

•  The Management undertakes to promote a culture 
that recognises the importance of quality, health and 
safety and the environment in meeting our business 
targets; a culture that encourages the support for and 
the participation of all employees and people who 
work for the organisation on the basis of training and 
awareness-raising activities, with a commitment to 
providing the resources necessary for the continuous  
ongoing staff training and thus ensuring that this 
Policy is understood, applied and kept up-to-date 
throughout the organisation. 

•  Compliance with regulatory standards (UNE-EN ISO 
9001, UNE-EN ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001), peri-
odically monitoring and reviewing this policy and the 
objectives set out to ensure its continuing suitability 
and the ongoing improvement of the system.

•  Prevention of pollution by reducing the environmen-Prevention of pollution by reducing the environmen-
tal impact currently generated, extending the proper 
measures of order and cleanliness, using natural  
resources in a rational, efficient way and promoting 
the re-use and recycling of generated waste. 

•  Provision of a healthy, safe place of work, and operat-Provision of a healthy, safe place of work, and operat-
ing in a way that is neither damaging nor detrimen-
tal to health, in accordance with best practices and 
business procedures, which identify our dangers and 
assess and control our hazards. 

 

The Navec Group Safety, Quality and Environmental Policy is focused on:  

Offering our clients a service that meets their Quality needs, expectations and demands, guarantees a 
high level of Safety for our employees, contractors and facilities, minimises waste generation, promotes 
the sustainable use of resources and the protection of the Environment and encourages effort and conti
nuous improvement. 

The principles that guide this Policy and facilitate its application are: 

SAFETY, 
QUALITY AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
POLICY
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Safety
For the Navec Group safety is a priority feature of our 
management model. We work throughout the com-
pany’s business units to implement an occupational 
safety model that is designed to yield a sustained re-
duction in the accident rate. 

Our goal in occupational health and safety is to prompt 
and strengthen a feeling and spirit of safety among  
all employees. This will inevitably lead to optimised 
working conditions and a clear trend towards fulfilling 
the essential target of protecting our employees and 
their health. 

Quality
The Navec Group is committed to meeting clients’ 
needs with competitive service involving the active par-
ticipation of all our employees.   

The Navec Group has an ongoing  
commitment to quality.

We have undertaken to develop and maintain the Quality  
Policy and set of Quality Objectives in the Group’s  
different business units. The quality process is a cons-
tant feature of our services and plays a key role in  
ensuring that our clients’ expectations are met. The ulti-
mate quality of our services is the result of planned and 
systematic acts of prevention, detection, correction 
and continuous improvement throughout the perfor-
mance of our projects. 

Achieving the quality level required to fulfil our commit-
ment is based on the following criteria: 

•  Quality does not merely involve meeting all a client’s 
requirements, but anticipating their future needs. 

•  The method used to attain quality is based on planning 
and prevention and not on after-the-fact inspection. 

•  The provision of the training and resources required 
for each person in the organisation to fulfil the ongoing  
commitment to quality. 



ACCREDITATIONS
The Navec Group implements Management, Safety, Quality and Environmental systems 
certified by international organisations of recognised prestige. These systems comply with 
OHSAS 18001, ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 standards.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
The Navec Group is keenly aware of the great importance of environmental and social 
objectives, set with the aim of sustaining both present and future generations.

Therefore, for years now we have proactively participated in a wealth of activities, whose 
purpose is to foster the economic and social development of communities and organisa-
tions in those areas of the world in which we are present: NGOs, universities, cultural and 
sporting activities, etc.

Finally, we would stress that within the Navec Group we believe that internal and external 
communication provides essential support for dialogue and for the achievement of the 
objectives our company has set itself in the field of Sustainable Development.

OHSAS 18001

ISO 14001 

ISO 9001

“U” LABEL OF ASME





Engineering  
and Manufacturing

Assembly

Maintenance 

Applied Engineering

GRUPO

INDUSTRY BUILDERS

Headquarters 
Ctra. Reus-Torredembarra s/n 
43140 La Pobla de Mafumet (Tarragona)
Spain
Tel. +34 977840475    Fax +34 977840911

Navec Portugal
Zona Industrial Ligeira-2. Lote 148-C
7520-309 Sines
Portugal
Tel. +351 269 63 60 48    Fax +351 269 63 40 41

Navec Brazil
Av. das Américas, 3.500
Ed.Toronto 3.000-Sala 219
CEP22640-102 Barra da Tijuca, Rio de Janeiro
Brazil
Tel. +55 (21) 2135.6602    Fax. +55 (21) 2135.6603

www.gruponavec.com 
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